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LIGHTS
2019
Lacquers and stains for wood, wood materials,
glass, plastic and metal for craft and industry

Our mission
To be the partner of choice for providing professional surface-design solutions “made in Germany”
for our customers in industry, craftsmanship and
trade because:

high-quality solutions for our customers,
challenges,

products,
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environment and materials very seriously,

and staff are accompanied by clearly formulated
-

Our product range
produces around 100 tonnes of lacquers and stains
tegic product development activities place special

-

lacquers, modern UV systems and products from

Quality through technology
development, planning, production, health and

-
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Furniture surfaces according to DIN 68861

PVC-resistance test

to different loads; distinguishing the properties and
-

Toy safety
and limit values for the migration of toxic elements
for retention of the substance in the digestive system correspond to

tested and the changes to the surface are assessed after the respective
Determination of the colour fastness of commodities
according to DIN 53160
Cytotoxicity testing

coating material is therefore applied onto a plate of
glass and inspected by an independent testing in-

This procedure is particularly intended for those commodities that are
-

be transferred from the commodities into the mouth or onto mucous

Anti-microbial coatings
and highly effectively combat bacteria and germs,
have made it possible to produce silver particles
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Determination of formaldehyde release

painted surfaces/components

a method for determining the accelerated release

-

Germany: Fire behaviour of building materials
and structural elements according to
the sample are used to calculate the formaldehyde release and express
Requirements for objects that come into contact with food

*

France:

Fire behaviour of building materials and structural elements

Europe:

Fire behaviour of building materials and structural elements

ment has to be assessed and approved according to

cause harm to human health or adversely affect the

of the coatings has to be demonstrated according to

Determination of residual emission of VOC

*

cate by a recognised accreditation body after presentation of a positive
-

emit small quantities of the enclosed solvents after
coated parts are placed in standardized test cham-

equilibrium is set, the emitted substances are absorbed in sample collec-

according to DIN 5510-2

„Deco paint regulation“ - ChemVOCFarbV

-

-

Our description of the standards has relied partly on using content or

*

Due to different test methods and different material combinations,
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DP 4755-9343

white

7kg, 25 kg

DP 4755-9005

black

7kg, 25 kg

Ordering information
Order number

Gloss level

Container size

DB 48885-Colour tone

silk matt

1 l, 5 l, 25 l
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STAIN CARDS

Hesse COLOR-SOLID-OIL
Quick-drying natural oil
Low-solvent, so a pleasant odour
Good chemical resistance

The stain samples shown here are not binding and serve only as
a rough guide. The colour tone of a stained object depends on a
number of factors: the type and features of the wood, the sanding
of the grain, the way it is applied, and the structure of the surface
process. Please always stain a test area. The resulting colour tone will
be revealed by first testing the stain on a sample of the original wood
with the intended bare wood sanding and the desired coating.
Fields of application:
Furniture and parquet surfaces plus stair treads with normal to high
use in interiors.
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GB 11252-010 vanille

GB 11252-011 honey

GB 11252-012 almond

GB 11252-020 apricot

GB 11252-070 modern grey

GB 11252-071 blue grey

GB 11252-080 chestnut

GB 11252-081 smokey oak

GB 11252-090 white peach

GB 11252-(colour tone)

1 l, 2,5 l, 25 l
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STAIN CARDS

PICEA colour tones on soft wood
Hydro stain WN/WNS *(colour tone)
particularly pronounced positive effect
WN-colour tones are universally applicable
easy processing

The stain samples shown here are not binding and serve only as
a rough guide. The colour tone of a stained object depends on a
number of factors: the type and features of the wood, the sanding
of the grain, the way it is applied, and the structure of the surface
process.
Please always stain a test area. The resulting colour tone will be
with the intended bare wood sanding and the desired coating.
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WN 20101

WN 20102

WN 20103

WN 20104

WN 20105

WN 20106

WN 20107

WN 20108

WN 20109

WNS 20201

WNS 20202

WNS 20203

WNS 20204

WNS 20205

WNS 20206
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PU LACQUERS, COLOURED

Hesse CREATIVE-METALLIC DB 46555-(colour tone)
Mixing ratio (by volume): 10 : 1 PU Hardener DR 4070
Hesse CREATIVE-METALLIC colour lacquer can be used
to create unique pieces for interior fittings and on furniture and doors. Produce the most beautiful metallic effects with coarse to fine metallics, from silver, copper and
gold colour tones through to modern, bright metallics.
The associated CREATIVE-METALLIC colour chart displays 112 different colour tones that depict the full diversity of this system. All of the lacquers in this range can of
course also be mixed with one another for a virtually limitless variety of effects.

› Application on wood materials and glass
› A colour chart with 112 colour tones is available
for your customer conversations
Areas of application
This fast-drying lacquer system has been developed especially for
interior fittings and shop fitting. The coating of furniture and doors
represents an additional benefit. The same lacquer can also be used

for decorative glass coating on elements like glass doors, shower
partitions and glass within furniture.

Target groups
Glass, Internal fit-out, Kitchen and bathroom, Furniture, Doors

Ordering information
Order number

Colour tone

Gloss level

Container size

DB 46555-CU01

COPPER

silk matt

5 l, 25 l

DB 46555-GD01

GOLD

silk matt

5 l, 25 l

DB 46555-MC01

SILVER COARSE

silk matt

5 l, 25 l

DB 46555-MF01

SILVER FINE

silk matt

5 l, 25 l

DB 46555-MM01

SILVER MEDIUM

silk matt

5 l, 25 l
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Hesse COLOR READER

Hesse COLOR READER
The smart spectrophotometer in pocket format
Everybody knows the situation: Colour tones are to be selected
according to a reference sample. For example, the customer
wants a building component to be painted in the shade of his
wallpaper. The problem is finding the right colour tone from a
large number of colour cards.
Rising to the challenge, the surface specialists at Hesse now
offer a clever, and portable, solution. The Hesse ColorReader!
It fits in every handbag or trouser pocket. The Reader measures
the desired reference sample and submits the data via

Bluetooth to your Apple- or Android smartphone.
The ColorReader App then searches the Hesse database,
currently containing about 5000 different shades, and
displays the best matching shades plus related Hesse
product number. The App offers a chronicle and the
possibility to create a unique folder structure.

› Finding the colour tone within 1 second
› More than 90% time saving compared
to traditional colour search with colour cards
› Data base containing about 5000 shades
from RAL Classic, RAL Design, NCS S

SPECIFICATONS

Description

Measuring technology:

Geometry 45°/0°; light source LED,
Light source/observer D65/10

Weight:

61.5 g (2.2 oz.)

Dimensions:

Length/diameter: 30.22 mm (1.19 in.) x 108.8 mm (4.28 in.)

Product contents:

COLOR READER with display showing results,
carry case, Micro USB-cable, calibration plate

Battery:

Rechargeable Lithium-Polymer-battery,
> 500 measurements/charging time approx. 1 hour

Order number:

XDCCR

App functions:

- Display of the 3 closest shades
- History of all measurements
- Display of colour values
- Creation of folders for filing the measurements
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Hesse CONCRETE EFFECT

Hesse Concrete effect
This type of surface effect produces a concrete-look when the coating is applied with a brush/spatula. The original working method gives rise to the effect without the addition of ce-ment
dust. It is also advantageous that you can achieve this effect on almost every substrate material
to which HYDRO-PU Pigment filler can be applied. The effect appears very close to the look of
real concrete, depending on the working method selected. The effort to achieve this ef-fect is a
lot less in comparison with a “true” concrete surface. It can be achieved using standard Hesse
products and the result is visible within a short period of time. Furthermore, the effect can be
adapted with appropriate creativity. Thus every surface becomes a high quality, innovative and
individual piece.

› apply on almost every substrate material
› achieve using standard products
Fields of application:

Target group:

Furniture and interior fittings

Furniture, interior fitting, special application, doors

Ordering information
Order number
Hesse HYDRO-PU Pigment filler

HDP 5640-9343
HDP 5641-9343

Brushing additive

HZ 71

Hesse Colour stain

BC 85-22881

Optional: Hesse Colour concentrate

HF G1651
Spatula, putty knife or similar tool
Optional: Cement dust (for special effects)

Hesse HYDRO-PUR PRIMO

HDE 54002

Hesse HYDRO-PU Natural wood effect

HDE 54500-0001
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Hesse RUST EFFECT

Hesse Rust effect
Using this method, HYDRO materials are used to imitate a
rusting metal surface.
No metal powder is required. The effect is influenced by the
working method and can be cre-ated on all carrier materials
on which HYDRO pigment fillers or HYDRO coulor lacquers
can be used. The look can be appropriately varied by adopting
various creative working methods. Thus every surface becomes a high quality, innovative and individual piece.

› effect without metal powder
› apply on almost every substrate material
Fields of application:

Target group:

High-quality furniture and interior fittings, trade fair
and shop fittings, kitchen and bathroom furniture.

Interior fitting, furniture, special application, doors

Ordering information:
Order number:
HYDRO pigment filler:
e.g. Hesse HYDRO Isolation primer

HP 6645-9343

Hesse HYDRO-PU Pigment filler

HDP 5640-9343

HYDRO colour concentrate “Base”

HF 21418

HYDRO colour concentrate “Rust”

HF 8008 (optional: individual HFM colour concentrates)

HYDRO Filler additive

HZ 74

Effect booster

HZ 76 (optional)

HYDRO-PU Natural wood effect

HDE 54500-0001

HYDRO-PUR PRIMO

HDE 54000
Mohair or short-hair lambswool roller (suitable for HYDRO lacquers)
Optional: spray gun
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NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

Disclaimer
Our technical information is continually adapted to keep up to date with the latest technology and statutory regulations. The latest version is always available online at www.hesselignal.de or talk to your local account manager. This information is for advice and is based
on the best knowledge available and careful research in line with the current state of the art.
This information is not legally binding. We also refer you to our Terms and Conditions. Material safety data sheet is provided in accordance with EC regulation no. 1907/2006.
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